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I am writing to respond to the Environment Committee’s report Keeping out the Chill: fixing
London’s cold, damp and mouldy homes, published in February. I welcome the report and share the
Committee’s concerns about the poor condition of much of London’s housing stock. It is
unacceptable in the 2l century that many Londoners should have to live in cold, damp, and
mouldy conditions that cause discomfort, ill-health and reduced quality of life.

All of my home energy efficiency programmes — Warmer Homes, RE:NEW and Energy Leap — have
soUght to improve quality of installations, reduce the risk of damp and mould and secure better
outcomes for residents. However, I am always open to suggestions on improving my approach to
these issues and I have given careful consideration to the report’s recommendations.

My London Environment Strategy and Fuel Poverty Action Plan set out my ambitions for delivering
healthier and more energy efficient homes. I have captured how my various programmes address
your recommendations under the headings below.

Ventilation:
The London Plan (and associated guidance) already encourages the provision of ventilation
through a passive approach, for example by ensuring developments have windows that open and
requiring ventilation strategies for all referable planning applications are reviewed by the Greater
London Authority (GLA). In existing homes, my Warmer Homes programme installs ventilation
systems, alongside insulation measures, where needed. When ventilation measures are installed
through Warmer Homes they are designed to cope with changing moisture levels and ventilate
accordingly without creating excessive noise. However, any ventilation system will have its physical
limits and for that reason the provision of adequate purge ventilation (e.g. windows that can be
opened) and advice are also required. Residents assisted through my Warmer Homes and Fuel
Poverty Support Fund are advised on how best to manage moisture levels in their homes. My
RE:NEW programme also encourages social landlords to consider risks relating to poor ventilation
in retrofit projects. Specific actions include training on ventilation for local authority surveyors and
the provision of a technical risks toolkit providing pointers on how to best manage ventilation risks.

Advice provision:
Through my Fuel Poverty Support Fund, I am already helping to fund the training and deployment
of advisors to assist Londoners with energy efficiency measures, energy bills and ventilation. I will
consider further opportunities, including working with social landlords, to broaden further the
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provision of this advice. Applicants to the Fuel Poverty Support Fund were assessed against their
experience of delivering existing energy advice programmes and their ability to reach vulnerable
households. They were required to have both contact centre provision and visit most clients at

• home. I am pleased to say that over 2,000 households were assisted during the first round, with
most involving older people, those with long term health conditions or young children.

Private rented sector:
Specialist organisations such as Generation Rent and Citizens Advice are best-placed to provide
high quality and up to date information, support and advocacy and I signpost to their services from
the GLA website. The evaluation of the Warmer Homes programme, including the private rented
sector element, will consider how well the scheme has reached the most vulnerable but information
to date indicates that over 80 per cent of applicants have a disability or long-term health condition
or are otherwise vulnerable. The Fuel Poverty Support Fund has been an important part of the
targeting strategy for Warmer Homes and has delivered high numbers of supported applications
from those in greatest need. It has done so by helping local authorities and their community-based
partners to identify those most in need. Significant numbers of applications have come from
boroughs such as Newham and Waltham Forest, where levels of fuel poverty are amongst the
highest in England.

I will continue to look at ways to strengthen these referral networks, particularly through my Fuel
Poverty Partnership and the range of partners such as Citizens Advice and energy suppliers
represented there. London Clinical Commissioning Groups are represented on the Partnership and
details of my fuel poverty programmes were cascaded through them and Public Health England this
winter. I am engaging with them on how we can further enhance these communications next winter
and I will continue to make the case for widespread adoption of the National Institute for Health
and Care Excellence (NICE) guidance on preventing excess winter deaths and illness. This guidance
(to be supplemented by forthcoming guidance on indoor air quality) also highlights the importance
of providing adequate ventilation.

I have made it clear to Government that the cost cap for landlords investing to meet minimum
energy efficiency standards that came into force on 1 April is inadequate. I agree with the
Committee that the level should be set at £5,000 or more.

General retrofit:
Warmer Homes, RE:NEW and Energy Leap are all multi-measure programmes that seek to take a
whole-house approach to energy efficiency, including adequate ventilation, advice on energy use
and moisture management, and involve an approach that takes into account occupancy needs. I
believe that this is an approach that should be more widely replicated across both existing national
retrofit programmes like ECO and the new energy efficiency policies, regulations and funding which
will be required to meet our carbon reduction ambitions.
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Yours sincerely,

Sadiq Khan
Mayor of London
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